News Beyond the Binary

Bisexuality in the News

Bi the Way: The Twin Cities Bisexual Community is Organizing to Fight Erasure

How Ryan Russell Is Combating Bisexual Stigma, for the NFL and Fans Alike

Bisexual Visibility Month Celebrates and Exodus from the Bi-Closet
https://shepherdexpress.com/lgbtq/my-exodus-from-the-bi-c/

Lilly Singh, the First Openly Bisexual Woman of Color Talk Show Host, on Impact of Coming Out

Professor Writes 1st International Study of How Bisexual Identity Intersects with Aging Process
https://today.ku.edu/2019/07/18/prof-authors-first-international-study-how-bisexual-identity-intersects-aging-process

Marijuana Use Seven Times Higher among Bisexual Women Finds Study

Bisexual Adults Are Far Less Likely than Gay Men and Lesbians to be ‘Out’ to the People in Their Lives

10 Bisexual Films that You Need to Watch
https://www.gaytimes.co.uk/culture/126220/10-bisexual-films-that-you-need-to-watch/
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Selected Articles on Bisexuality in the Recent Literature


Happy Bisexual Awareness Week! Bi Visibility Day is September 23, 2019

For upcoming events and activities:
https://www.glaad.org/biweek2019
http://www.bivisibilityday.com/year2019/